erica stevens
In August 1853 the severed hand of Three-Fingered Jack accompanied the severed head of Joaquín Murieta in a gruesome exhibit that traveled through northern California. Earlier that summer, several veterans of the U.S. war with Mexico, contracted by the California government, had captured and murdered Murieta, the leader of a violent Mexican mob, and his partner-his "murderous id," his "depraved and bloodthirsty," his "utterly savage" sidekickThree-Fingered Jack.
1 John Rollin Ridge's The Life and Adventures of Joaquín Murieta (1854) ends with a meditation on the preserved head and hand. While a minor character in Ridge's tale, Three-Fingered Jack is, I argue in this essay, another instance of the circuitous literary tradition that surrounded the fearsome yet often heroic Jack Mansong, Jamaica's own Three-Fingered Jack.
Ridge's story grew out of newspaper accounts of the real yet elusive Joaquín Murieta and his gang. This widespread group had been terrorizing incoming miners and camping out in the mountains with men and women committed to their cause of "racial rebellion."
2 Seeking revenge for new U.S. laws regarding land and taxes, Murieta and his gang intimidated and murdered immigrant miners of all races who, for these
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Mexican natives of California, represented the Californios' decline in power. As a result of changes in the racial and political landscape, minor theft and scattered violence in the vast state of California were replaced by inter-connected webs of gang activity. Newspapers called for a solution, and citizens called for the death of the most notorious gang leader, Murieta. However, Murieta's identity was not easy to pin down; as many as five different men named Joaquín were suspected as the prime target. 3 The organization of these powerful bands evoked in new citizens a fear of collective, insurrectionary violence. The severing and containment of Murieta's head-perhaps, as it turned out, a "spurious head" 4 -in a large jar for public viewing had important symbolic meaning because it consolidated power in one antihero. This head was preserved in alcohol and displayed in an attempt to restore order by condensing and containing the rebellious political organization of which Murieta was only a part.
The story of Joaquín Murieta, with its complex racial entanglements and its sensational violence, attracted writers and journalists throughout the later nineteenth century. In that respect, it is no wonder that the newspaper editor and poet John Rollin Ridge-a prominent member of the Cherokee nation who had, at the age of twelve, seen his own father and grandfather murdered by leaders of an opposing Cherokee faction-took up and published his version of Murieta's story. But the fact that Ridge, a Native American, chose to write his only novel not about his own history or culture is a bit more surprising, considering that he wrote many nonfiction pieces and poems on just that subject. For scholars interested in rethinking the boundaries of nation, Ridge's novel has turned transnationalist frameworks inward by its illuminating marriage of Native American politics and the history of Mexicans in California. 5 My reading of Ridge's novel focuses on the mistranslations of literary history that occur between discontiguous and discontinuous places. With this focus on the machinations of fiction, I highlight not only the antihero of Ridge's novel, but also the common trope of the sidekick that he employs for political ends. My focus on Three-Fingered Jack-Murieta's murderous appendage, "possessing nothing of his generous, frank, and cordial disposition" (JM, 17)-restores his literary history by way of an overlooked connection to the Jamaican bandit and runaway slave, Jack Mansong.
Ridge begins his novella with a sympathetic view of the young Murieta: "He was remarkable for a very mild and peaceable disposition, and gave no sign of that indomitable and daring spirit which afterwards characterized him" (JM, 8). He emphasizes that Murieta's transformation into a ruthless outlaw came at the hands of "lawless and desperate men, who bore the name of Americans but failed to support the honor and dignity of that title" (JM, 9). "Wanton cruelty and the tyranny of prejudice reached their climax," Ridge tells readers, when Murieta's half-brother was unjustly murdered. Then, Murieta turns to a dark life of crime and assembles his horse gang. Ridge's novella follows their travels through a landscape "well adapted to a business of this kind," with "mountains so rugged with their ten thousand fastnesses in which to hide" (JM, 15). The gang encounters and kills Chinese immigrants, poor "Digger Indians," and "Americans," stealing their horses and other supplies. Throughout these adventures, Murieta makes judgments based on character, sometimes letting pass honest miners expressing idealized American moral principles and respect for the sufferings of Californios. In contrast, ThreeFingered Jack kills without any moral code at all, surprising his victims and terrifying them with his devilish visage and his dark horse. He speaks of the "easy work" of slitting the throats of Chinese immigrants as a "a kind of luxury," and Murieta often has to "confront" and halt Jack's unchecked impulse to kill (JM, 64). Ridge's novella ends when hired pursuers kill both men and cut up their bodies for later display in cheap sideshows.
Shelley Streeby suggests that while it is likely that Ridge translated "the battle between the Ross and Ridge factions of the Cherokee nation into the conflict between Mexicans and 'Americans' in the Murrieta story," more importantly, Ridge was interested in arguing for a kind of assimilative model of civilization. 6 Thus, most scholars agree that Ridge's reasons for choosing to write Murieta's story were more complicated than a one-to-one ratio of racial identification, Cherokees as Californios.
7 Murieta represented a "superior type of Mexican," while the Cherokees represented "a superior type of Indian."
8 This type continued to evolve after Ridge's story; Streeby provides the most comprehensive review of the Murieta legend and literature up until the 1930s and recovers the many songs, poems, plays, and narratives, both oral and written, that construct Murieta as the "Rinaldo Rinaldini of California" (JM, 7) or the "Robin Hood of El Dorado."
9 Three-Fingered Jack, however, has no such heroic history in Ridge's story or in any later version. Nor has he been the focus of critical attention. Even Jesse Alemán, who emphasizes the way that Ridge's novel focuses on the severing of body parts as a symbol for the severing of the body from the body politic, overlooks Three-Fingered Jack's important role in the novella. While the powerful story of vengeance has cohered around Murieta, the minor characters of his gang have remained literary set pieces of melodrama, or rather, of sensational fiction. Recovering their slight roles in fiction suggests that their historical analogues were crucial members of a large and likely headless network of Californios with sympathetic histories. 10 Alemán explains, "As the head of his gang, Rollin Ridge's Murieta also stands as an individual and collective symbol of Mexican American experiences in the United States." 11 I will show how the "collective symbol" of this hero distorts the actual collective behind him. Linking Ridge's character to Jamaica's rebellious maroon challenges even the most accommodating transnational frames because standard histories of the Western United States and of the Caribbean do not tell of any obvious contiguous connection. 12 Thus, the record of their shared stories is a record of those stories' ruptures, disconnections, and misshapings. Joseph Roach's concept of "surrogation"-the repetition of memory through performance in which the "intended substitute either cannot fulfill expectations, creating a deficit, or actually exceeds them, creating a surplus"-certainly helps to explain the process of rewriting and recasting Three-Fingered Jack across cultures, but even Roach's wide circum-Atlantic framework solidifies around oceanic travel and the pathways carved out by imperialist nations. 13 The summons to move beyond rigid national frameworks in literary and historical scholarship invites scholars both to trace "the complex ruptures that remain within but nonetheless constitute the national frame" and to "consider regions, areas, and diasporan affiliations that exist apart from or in conflicted relation to the nation." 14 But even while the stated goal of such critical ventures is to "contextualize what can sometimes appear to be the artificially hardened borders and boundaries of the U.S. nation," hemispheric and transnational scholars often rely on the "hardened borders" of more transnational spacial figures that are imagined to be contiguous, such as the expanded U.S. South or the trans-Atlantic connection between New England and Europe. Important work has been achieved by showing how geographies expand outward in order to include and link more spaces. However, scholars might find it worthwhile to take note of what stories and what peoples are left out in the smooth flow of "long-standing 'two-country' pairings." 15 Linking disparate sites requires not just an examination of commonalities but also attention to the ways in which writers across space and time preserve difference.
In order to connect Jamaica with California-one Three-Fingered Jack with the other-I will first offer a brief historical and literary sketch of Jack Mansong that stresses his involvement and cooperation with other maroons. Much of the British abolitionist writing that appropriated Jack Mansong sought to disavow violent yet organized rebellion and relied instead on tropes of the solitary heroic or noble slave. I will next argue that Ridge and the sensational dime novel genre in which we classify his Life and Adventures attempt the same erasure of organized collectives through the eventual beheading of the hero, Murieta, and the preserving of Three-Fingered Jack's hand. From there, I intend to offer a new context for Ridge's novel: Ridge's anti-abolitionist views, expressed most forcefully in his editorials for the San Francisco National Herald, and his reputation as "an uncompromising Union man." 16 These prolific yet neglected writings are the crucial context for Ridge's characterization of his own Three-Fingered Jack, "a horrible-looking devil" severed from the Jamaican folklore and history of Jack Mansong (JM, 47). Finally, I will demonstrate that Ridge's division of Jack Mansong's literary attributes and their portioning to Joaquín Murieta and his sidekick Jack mirrors the way their severed body parts are contained and yet preserved.
California's Three-Fingered Jack has been unacknowledged as part of a larger cultural "imaginary" that links the Caribbean-in this particular case, Jamaica-with the American West. 17 Only one scholar has even noted the shared name. In his investigative history of Murieta and his gang, James Varley writes that "the sobriquet 'Three Fingered Jack' had been a popular one since at least 1820, when a pantomime of that name was produced in New York." 18 Varley does not, however, explicitly mention the subject of this pantomime: Jack Mansong, the Jamaican Three-Fingered Jack, whose story began circulating much earlier in popular British literature as well as in Jamaican folklore. That both criminals share the same moniker goes beyond the coincidental. In proposing a shared literary history between these two Three-Fingered Jacks, I follow Eric Gardner's call to find minority voices in "unexpected places" not only because I want to "relocate nineteenth-century African-American literature" in the American West, as Gardner does, but also because I want to imagine a transnational frame that links "unexpected places," like the Caribbean and the West, in order to study when and how bodies and literary traditions become misshaped, disfigured, or even severed. 19 zzz jamaica's jack: "heroic outlaw" without "collective rebellion"
Jack Mansong was an escaped slave reported to have been stealing supplies along the road leading to his Jamaican mountain hideaway in 1780. Contemporary newspaper reports and proclamations from the British government advertised a reward for the capture of Mansong, and after being killed by a party of legally free maroons, Jack was decapitated. His hand was also cut off, and his captors preserved those body parts in rum so he could be identified. The British colonial state, after a series of uprisings, had formed its first treaty with maroon populations in Jamaica in 1739. This treaty offered existing maroons autonomy and territory in the mountains in exchange for their help in returning new runaway slaves.
20 Jack Mansong, after fleeing from his plantation, existed outside the sanctioned and autonomous maroon communities, but he was not alone. As a runaway but not a legally recognized maroon, he assembled a powerful band of other escaped slaves that terrorized all groups of people carrying supplies past their remote mountain hideaway. The Jamaican Royal Gazette described "a gang of runaway Negroes of above 40 men, and about 18 women" headed by a "Captain," alias Three-finger'd Jack. "This banditti may soon become dangerous to the Public," the first notice continues, "if a PARTY, agreeable to the 40th or the 66th Acts in Volume I of the laws of this Island, or the MAROONS, are not sent out against them."
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In the continuing coverage, the group falls away without explanation. Later literary tellings, beginning with Moseley's, would almost completely erase the network of which Mansong was the leader. By consolidating power and emphasizing Mansong's solitariness, English writers erased the actual political and social nature of Mansong's banditry for various ends. Even for abolitionists like Earle, the threat of slave insurrection and violence was so far outside the law that it had to be disavowed. Instead, Earle's story focuses on Jack's motivation for personal revenge, giving him a backstory in which his parents are betrayed by a white slave trader falsely offering succor. The recent editor of Earle's text, Srinivas Aravamudan, explains the problem with the simplifications of Jack's history: "The story of Jack's individual heroism and failure is founded on the suppression of a more complex story, of collective rebellion by many participants whose identities remain unknown, and whose fates were likely violent death." 22 The idea of "collective rebellion" is erased both in this tradition, and, later, in the Murieta myth.
According to the final news report, Jack was captured and killed at the beginning of 1781 by a maroon named John Reeder, who was rewarded with a handsome sum of money. Later literary versions made these racial relations less complicated by changing Reeder's motivations, making him not a legally free maroon but a slave sympathetically chasing the reward of freedom for his capture of Three-Fingered Jack. Benjamin Moseley, a physician living in Jamaica during Jack's banditry, is one of the first sources to link Jack's terror with obeah (also spelled obi in the period), a creole religion born in the Caribbean that offered protection and also laid curses through the placement of various objects. Moseley, Burdett, and Earle found an explanation for Mansong's great power and seeming ubiquity in what they knew about obeah. Moseley also adds to the myth of Jack-a detail that every subsequent retelling would include-by explaining that his captors chopped off Jack's head and hand, their "trophies," and preserved them in rum. 23 One of the most popular ways English audiences received the Jack Mansong story was in John Fawcett's Obi; or, Three-Finger'd Jack: A Serio-Pantomime which was first performed in London in 1800. This performance turns the historical figures into stock plantation characters, as Frances R. Botkin describes: "Fawcett's Obi invites its audience to sympathize with the loyal slaves [who capture Jack in the end] but to vilify the obi-woman and Jack, the powerful beneficiary of her protection and a symbol of her power. As threatening remnants of African culture on the planation, both are necessarily marginalized and destroyed. In other words, Fawcett's pantomime offered to English audiences an increasingly familiar stereotype of planation society, its heroes, and its villains." 24 It is important too, Botkin notes, that neither the obi-woman nor Jack speaks any lines in the play, so that Jack's silence makes him less politically threatening and more mysterious. Fawcett's play immediately inspired the printing and distribution of many similar versions, including the ten-edition run of William Burdett's narrative, which combined Fawcett's play with Moseley's account. 25 While the earliest years of the nineteenth century sparked the strongest interest in Mansong's story in England and the United States, seen anew in the light of the Haitian Revolution, 26 the story's revival in the 1820s on New York stages might have been in response to "heightened racial feeling" caused by both "the northward spread of the revolutionary violence of the Caribbean in the Denmark Vesey insurrection in Charleston" and the end of slavery in New York state.
Some versions, including performances in New York
City and printings in Philadelphia, used Mansong's story to express anti-slavery motives. 28 But, as Diana Paton has argued, "the potentially strong antislavery case to be made through the heroic outlaw figure of Jack was consistently undermined in the writing or staging of the story." 29 Each retelling further erased the politics of Jack's gang in favor of abolitionist sentimentalism or melodrama, as Burdett's version states explicitly: "He was said to be the head of a gang of negro robbers; but this . . . was false; he had neither accomplice nor associate." 30 Earle admits that Jack tried, like Martin Delany's Blake, to bring his fellow slaves into "open rebellion" and to "link them to one firm and resolute body." Still, although Jack was "capable himself of performing great deeds," Earle writes that "he fancied the negroes would take the same firm interest in the cause that he himself did; but, upon trial, he found how grievously he was mistaken." 31 Even though Earle's text is one of the most sympathetic to Jack, the presence of an alternative collective-alternative both to the plantation landscape and to the sanctioned maroon landscape-would contradict the ideologically sound single hero.
Both Burdett and Earle describe Jack Mansong as heroic in strength and noble in appearance in a way similar to Ridge's characterization of Joaquín Murieta so that his singular nature successfully overshadows any alliances. Burdett wrote that Mansong, a "daring marauder," "was above the common stature, and his limbs well shapen [sic] and athletic; his face was rather long, his eyes keen and penetrating; his nose was not like the generality of blacks, squat and flat, but rather aquiline; and his skin remarkably clear." 32 Earle, the English writer who most clearly espoused anti-slavery sentiment in his version, wrote that Jack had "every thing in soul and person requisite for the hero"; he was a "noble fellow, and deserves the admiration of all free-born men." 33 These sympathetic details of Jack's appearance and character are contrasted with the obi practitioners that Jack seeks out for protection. The priestess of Earle's text is "wrinkled and deformed" and, consequently, "astonished at the noble appearance of the hero-minded Jack." 34 Rather than focusing on the political collective surrounding Jack, both writers describe Jack's individual nobility and attributes in a manner more readily acceptable to English audiences. Either that or he was given inexplicable ubiquity and power. Burdett provides such evidence early in his text: "Jack's fame increased to such a degree, that the whole island trembled at his name; and if any evil happened, it was attributed to Jack and his Obi." 35 Again, this move toward the inexplicable allowed writers to credit a widespread and collective resistance to just one man.
Rather than being able to say that John Rollin Ridge specifically borrowed from any particular English text about Jack Mansong, it is more appropriate to claim that the constellation of obi texts and their lasting effects continued to be felt even after performances stopped. Michael Warner has discussed the "sketchy" genealogies of many of the performed versions of Jack's story through his recovery of one performed in New York's African Theatre in 1821. Not a loyal adaptation of any earlier printed version, this pieced-together series of soliloquies alludes to Jack and obeah, but "may not have been based on any written text at all." 36 Thus, the "mingling of voices" that produced every intertextual retelling was readily available without study of any particular text. 37 Jack Mansong was the kind of hero that persisted because his heroism or his monstrosity could be retold by English authors and English and American playwrights with such varieties of purpose. Insurrectionist figures like Jack Mansong, Toussaint L'Ouverture, Denmark Vesey, and Nat Turner may have been silenced by history in many ways through the erasure of their particular and often contradictory voices-but while they were made silent, they remained highly visible. 38 They constituted their own popular literary type, recognizable to and used by whites and blacks alike. Ridge's Three-Fingered Jack can be seen as yet another iteration of this type, but his actual identity was based on a man named Bernardino Garcia who earned his moniker fighting in the war with the United States and infamously escaped capture once, before being killed along with Murieta. His real history, however, is just as muddied as Mansong's, and the feared Three-Fingered Californio's true identity will always be debatable and mostly uncertain. zzz ridge's transnational and transhistorical anti-abolitionism
The Life and Adventures of Joaquín Murieta, published by W. B. Cooke of San Francisco in 1854, was John Rollin Ridge's only long work of prose. As a journalist and newspaper editor, Ridge was committed to framing Murieta's story as factual and presented as a contribution "to those materials out of which the early history of California shall one day be composed" (JM, 7). For the continuation of Murieta's story into late nineteenth century dime novels, Ridge's version was considered the most reliable written source and even served as a source for the few translations that traveled to Spain, to France, and back to Mexico. 39 Along with its exciting subject matter and its claim to veracity, the novel was, and continues to be, of interest as the first published by a Native American author. The book offered, the publisher's preface states, "those who are disposed to be curious an opportunity to estimate the character of Indian talent" (JM, 3). Publishing the story under his Cherokee name, "Ridge exemplified the cultivation and cosmopolitanism he argued Native Americans could achieve within Euro-American society." 40 For scholars, Ridge's Native American identity and his belief in the myth of American individualism have been inseparable from interpretations of Life and Adventures. His simultaneous approval of Murieta's character and disapproval of his violence unchecked by law have allowed critics to elaborate on issues of race and empire. Three-Fingered Jack, however, has remained in the shadows, despite the fact that "the young chief, who always regretted unnecessary cruelty . . . knew full well that he could not dispense with so brave a man as Garcia [Jack]" (JM, 48).
Ridge's views on slavery are also largely absent from literary scholarship. While he has often been criticized for supporting American individualist ideologies in his novel and questioned for idealizing transcendent law in his poem "Mount Shasta," Ridge's strong views against abolitionists highlight a complexity of politics that is, itself, difficult to translate. Even though those views are not explicit in Life and Adventures, his politics infiltrate and craft the myth of Murieta and allow for the sympathy, albeit limited, that he has for this "truly wonderful man" (JM, 7). More specifically, the troubling nature of Ridge's politics is most fully present in his characterization of Murieta's sidekick, Three-Fingered Jack, and reveals that slavery was indeed a very present issue in California, even though African-Americans and slaves are unnamed in the multi-ethnic landscape Ridge describes. Three-Fingered Jack warrants no history, is portrayed as physically Other, and represents the violent factional insurrection that Ridge opposed in the Cherokee nation and in the United States' slow march into the Civil War. Only by changing patterns of flow or narratives of political coherence in transnational critical history, does Ridge's literary allusion to Jamaica's slave rebellions come to light.
Jack is in no way a model for the American individualism that Ridge saw in Murieta. Whereas Three-Fingered Jack is given no redeeming thoughtfulness or nobility in the novella, Murieta, by contrast, "displayed qualities of mind and heart which marked him as an extraordinary man" and, had he not been forced into a life of crime, he would have been, for Ridge, a model for an American citizenry built on individualism, not racial prejudice (JM, 158). Murieta alone was noble and elicited sympathy. His connections to his violent gang, however, were more troublesome. Thus, rather than just draw parallels between one Three-Fingered Jack (Jack Mansong) and another (Murieta's sidekick), it is more appropriate to stress that the two traditions create a triangular relationship between Jamaican Three-Fingered Jack, Joaquín Murieta, and Ridge's Three-Fingered Jack. In this way, Murieta takes on Jack Mansong's sympathetic complexity while his sidekick takes on Mansong's blackness and violence. Most obviously, this separation is made clear in the contrast of their physical appearance.
Murieta is described as "handsome," with a complexion "neither very dark or very light, but clear and brilliant" (JM, 14). His features allow him to slip into crowds unrecognized because he can pass as white. At one point in the novel, Ridge remarks that Murieta's best disguise was no disguise at all. As in the Earle and Burdett texts about Jack Mansong, with his "remarkably clear" skin and "rather aquiline" nose, Murieta's nobility and concomitant complexity are signified, or at least supported, by his white characteristics. But even with "a soul as full of unconquerable courage as ever belonged to a human being" (JM, 4), Murieta is shadowed by the deformed killer, Jack. Jack's distinguishing feature makes it impossible for him to blend in or go unnoticed. While Murieta flows in between disguises seamlessly in Ridge's novella-random characters wander into short episodes without being properly introduced by the narrator as Murieta-Jack is easily spotted by potential victims as a devilish, disfigured, darker Mexican. When one enemy finds himself in the path of the murderous outlaws, he sees Three-Fingered Jack first and immediately knows to take off running: "Three-Fingered Jack's appearance was enough for him without any further examination" (JM, 134). ThreeFingered Jack stands in obvious contrast to his leader because of his mutilated hand-the hand that Murieta often treats like his own appendage so as not to sully his better nature. In one scene, although Murieta is "disposed to spare" some Chinese miners, he realizes that the risk of having exposed his identity to them is too great (JM, 133). So, with a nod, he delegates the murders to Three-Fingered Jack who starts "hewing and cutting, as if it afforded him the most exquisite satisfaction to revel in human agony" (JM, 133). By creating a noble leader with a bloodthirsty sidekick, Ridge severs violence from leadership, both of which characterized the complex Jack Mansong.
Beyond his most obvious marker of evil, ThreeFingered Jack is made monstrous in other physical ways that completely differentiate him from Murieta. In the case of Jack Mansong, the Jamaican bandit's noble countenance is important because, despite the loss of his fingers-an event explicitly narrated in Burdett's and Earle's texts but not in Ridge's story-he is set in opposition to the "wrinkled and deformed" obeah practitioners he seeks for protection. In Ridge's text, the noble qualities are transferred to Murieta, separating the extreme violence of the appendage from the nobility and civilization of the leader in a way that was not totally severed in the British abolitionist texts. The many drawn-out descriptions of Three-Fingered Jack emphasize his monstrosity:
To see this man, with his large and rugged frame in which the strength of a dozen common men slumbered-his face and forehead scarred with bullets and grooved with the wrinkles of grim thoughts, and his intensely lighted eyes glaring maliciously, like caverned demons, under his shaggy brows-to see such a man mounted upon a raven-black horse whose nostrils drew the air like a gust of wind into his broad chest, whose wrathful hoof pawed the ground as if the spirit of his rider inspired him, and whose wild orbs rolled from side to side in untamable firewould aptly remind one of old Satan himself. (JM, 84) Thus, Ridge's Jack appears as monstrous as the Jamaican obeah practitioners, and thus occupies the position of the completely-other with descriptions of his ugliness and his "raven black horse."
However, Jack's difference from Murieta is crucial because Jack represents the problem of factions and unlawful collectives that obstruct or even eschew the path to assimilation. He represents the insurrectionary spirit that is always in excess of any law because he is indiscriminate in the direction of his rage. Streeby observes that "the wild, brutal Jack is figured as Joaquín's inner 'truth': Jack is an indispensable part of Joaquín's organization that Joaquín cannot control, and ultimately does not want to control." 41 This inability to completely control Three-Fingered Jack is exemplified in one of the novel's many bloody scenes:
in front of Three-Fingered Jack were stretched five men with their skulls broken by the buttend of his revolver, which he had used as a club after emptying its contents, and, at the moment that Joaquín's eye met him, he was stooping with glaring eyes and a hideous smile over a prostrate American . . . With a shout of delight he severed the neckjoint and threw the gaping head over the rocks. He was crazy with the sight of blood and searched eagerly for another victim. He scarcely knew his leader, and the latter had called to him three times before he recovered his senses. (JM, 59) Moments like these, when Jack forgets his purpose and his leader, show the possible violence of unlawful collectives like Murieta's gang. Accordingly, Jack becomes separable from Murieta, the noble leader. "When it was necessary for the young chief to commit some peculiarly horrible and coldblooded murder, some deed of hellish ghastliness at which his soul revolted, he deputed this man [Jack] to do it" (JM, 17). With the ability to dispatch Jack comes the necessity for Murieta to also "hold him in check" (JM, 16). Ridge's Jack "delight[s] . . . in murder for its own diabolical sake," and completely without motivation or history: "long before Joaquín knew him, he was a hardened, experienced, and detestable monster" (JM, 16).
The way Ridge constructs Three-Fingered Jack as darker in both complexion and nature makes sensible Ridge's construction of race and racism throughout the novel. Streeby suggests that while Ridge is "exploring the parallels between Indians and Mexicans," he is also imposing more complex hierarchies of race within these "monolithic" categories. 42 These complex hierarchies were, for Ridge, based on ideals of civilization instead of on race-based identity. John Carlos Rowe explains that, in his novel and other writings, Ridge envisions "a legal system that ignores different classes, races, and political or economic interests for the sake of judging the individual alone according to his deficiencies or merits." 43 However, his uniformly monstrous Three-Fingered Jack relies on a stricter binary of black and white. Edward Whitley argues that Ridge, in his poetry especially, wrote with hope that California could be "an island whose blending of white and Native elements heralded a new internationalism," but it is crucial to note what populations and people he saw excluded from that heterogeneous vision. 44 In an essay on the "universal progress of mankind," printed during his time as editor of the Sacramento Bee, Ridge states his belief that reaching a common destiny must require erasure: "In the march of events, those races which have an affinity will be brought together; the others will be improved while they last, and afterwards will become extinct. But the time is rapidly approaching when the world will be inhabited by a few leading races." 45 In wanting to "confront racism," Ridge almost paradoxically adopted a posture for himself as "the white aboriginal." 46 In that way, he aligned himself with Murieta but made his Life and Adventures both a condemnation of racism and a critique of unlawfully organized rebellion against it. In order to do both of those things in his novel, Ridge needed Three-Fingered Jack to represent clear-cut, nonhistorical blackness and the undesirability of factional rebellion. Severing Three-Fingered Jack's literary history from his Jamaican predecessor's disavowed one version of "internationalism" for the sake of a new one.
In fact, a melodramatic version of Murieta's story even more fully separates Jack from Murieta. This version, published in 1858 by Charles E. B. Howe, after Ridge's novel, especially contributed to the sudden proliferation of Murieta stories in this decade. 47 One of the "notable" changes made from Ridge's version to this five-act play is Jack's role. Jack becomes Murieta's enemy, a villainous Mexican priest, rather than his sidekick. Noting a significant shift in racial alliances, Luis Leal comments that in Howe's play, "Murrieta's enemies are not Anglos but Mexicans." 48 This is not the case in Ridge's work. But the more detached in personality and figuration Murieta is from his network of Californios-including ThreeFingered Jack-the more he becomes a noble individual and they become racial others. This shift would continue into the 1880's with the publication of popular dime novels, such as Joseph E. Badger's 1881 version, in which Murieta adopts a completely new sidekick, an Irish-American worker. 49 Transnational scholarship has examined the projected image of blackness onto various groups of Native Americans and Mexicans in the West. Jesse Alemán has emphasized this "uncanny" context in his study of Calavar, Robert Montgomery Bird's novel about the U.S. war with Mexico: an Anglo audience of novels like Bird's and Ridge's would find that the "ambiguous racialization of Mexicans places them in between U.S. citizenry and chattel slavery." 50 Alemán has noted the threat of slave rebellion as the constant anxiety fueling authors like Bird to write about other racial rebellions. The construction of whiteness through sensational fiction has also been the focus of Streeby's work. Perhaps, though, readings of spectrality that expose the constructedness of race overlook the actual presence of the very people that are said to haunt and constitute the process of mongrelization forced upon, for example, the more ambiguously raced Mexicans. 51 Thus, very few scholars have acknowledged the presence of actual slaves and African Americans on the frontier. Quintard Taylor is one of the few historians working to research this presence, arguing that this recovery should contribute to new studies of the West that reflect "its complex, varied, paradoxical history of dominance and resistance." 52 While the population of African-Americans in California was not large in the middle of the century, Janet Neary insists that "the suppression of black labor-both slave and free-was a central issue around which conceptions of the new state cohered." 53 Taylor points out an important example of the collective presence of African Americans in the West: the collective efforts of Californian African Americans to repeal discriminatory laws between 1855 and 1865. 54 Further, Rudolph M. Lapp in his history of Blacks in Gold Rush California continually uses the term "black community" to refer to the population of AfricanAmericans that sought social fluidity and, unsurprisingly, the opportunity for gold in California. The use of the word "community" is intentional, marking large enough numbers for a self-conscious community to actually develop. Lapp provides evidence of particular success stories in the West and shows the advertisement for and encouragement toward emigration West in Frederick Douglass's North Star. 55 Additionally, issues of race in California were often seen in the context of the national debates on slavery. The California mining landscape and the presence of possible racial rebellion-both Mexican and African-American-made blackness material. Anglo-Americans were so troubled by the actual presence of master-slave relations and plantation economies run by Californios so much that restrictions were placed on miners who appeared to be working with slaves. Historian Leonard Pitt argues that these laws were directed particularly at Californios based on the "Yankee assumption" that because of the plantation economies run by rancheros, this population of Southern California "supported bondage as a matter of principle," despite their different views on race, views that did not equate race with slavery in the same way the United States's system of slavery did but rather related it to a "rigid class system." 56 Issues of slavery, then, became entangled beyond blackand-white, especially as Californios sought independent territory in Southern California, even a decade after the state constitution had been signed. An 1859 article from the San Francisco Herald provides the most explicit racial link between Californios, Native Americans, and African Americans: "Californios are a degraded race; a part of them are so black that one needs much work to distinguish them from Indians; there is so little difference between them and the Negro race." The same article reveals a persistent fear of rebellion stemming from the Californios' seeking independent control over land. With a mandate inspired by the desire to escape prejudice and taxes and, mostly, to control their large farming lands, the splitting of the state was not a total impossibility, but the Herald article demonstrates the role that fear of insurrection played in preventing this independence. "In the event a Territorial government would be established in the south," this Unionsympathetic writer of the Herald goes on, "very soon they would establish friendship with the Negro slaves, would be united with one another, until all would be amalgamated and all would be slaves!" 57 The fear of organized rebellion was widespread, and the same erasure of collectives that occurred across the obi texts of the early nineteenth century occurs in Ridge's novel. Just as Burdett's and Earle's novels deny or deemphasize the existence of organized maroons around Jack Mansong, Ridge finds that the secretive and widespread network of Mexican resistance in California can succeed only with a charismatic leader. The voices of the many others are erased-or, in the case of ThreeFingered Jack, express only the basest instincts. Ridge, at first, does acknowledge the complexity of the political, "tremendous organization" supporting Murieta's band (JM,112). Murieta was part of a system of "large rancheros who were secretly connected with the banditti, and stood ready to harbor them in times of danger" (JM, 19) . Further, Ridge writes, "There was not a town of any importance in that whole region in which he had not a spy, one or more, located; not one in which he had not his agents and secret friends" (JM, 110). Despite Murieta's lawlessness, he is not an exile nor does he operate alone. Ridge's frequent discussion of Murieta's provisional community is the story of factions-like the factions within the Cherokee nation-and the need for recognition by the government, lest these factions fail or become violent.
After writing Murieta's story, Ridge continued to work as a newspaper editor and a poet, focusing on national politics and on decades-old conflicts within the Cherokee Nation. For his entire career, Ridge was committed to the same path of assimilation (some might see this as a path of capitulation) his grandfather and father had been killed for supporting. In retaliation against these murders, Ridge himself had killed a member of the opposing Cherokee faction, the Ross faction, and fled from Arkansas to California in 1850. Cheryl Walker argues that because of this separation from his community, Ridge's writings about assimilation-and, I would argue, his unflappable support of the Union-were reactions to his feeling "cut off, isolated, an exile." 58 In 1848, already concerned with the problems of warring factions, he published a short piece on the Cherokees' history and strongly urged a particular course of action: "I believe that confusion must reign amongst them; one faction must tyrannize over another-a furious banditti must exist, defying law and order, and all the miserable consequences, which flow from such a state of things, must surround and oppress the Cherokee people until a strong arm is extended over them-I mean the laws of the United States." 59 Still dedicated to this political and cultural assimilation in 1866, Ridge traveled to Washington D.C. to lobby the Bureau of Indian Affairs; however, Whitley explains, "Ridge's dream of returning to the Cherokee Nation to assume the leadership role that he considered his birthright was dashed when the agents at the Indian Bureau signed a treaty with the delegation sent by Ridge's rivals instead." 60 Even though Ridge was committed to the law and, as he wrote in a letter to a cousin, to "civilizing and improving these mighty remnants of the Indian race-bringing all these scattered tribes one by one into the fold of the American Union," he was not simply pleased with the racist program that the U.S. forced upon Native Americans. 61 He recognized a similar problem of an encroaching "white hegemony" in the new state of California, "a previously and currently pluralistic territory," and sympathized with the many Californios who saw laws passed to limit what groups of people could profit from the gold rush as especially racist. 62 The Foreign Miners' Tax Law passed in 1850 was especially egregious because it imposed fees on temporary permits, making it virtually impossible for non-U.S. citizens to mine for gold. Sending out dispatches to New Orleans when he first moved to California about the political and cultural landscape of the far West, Ridge was interested not just in Indian affairs but also in California's process of assimilation into the Union. Both of these interests reflected his objection to an empire built through racial exclusion.
After the publication of Life and Adventures, Ridge focused on the largest national questions raised by the LincolnDouglas debates and, particularly, on the problem of slavery's expansion and the perhaps bigger problem of its abolition. Very little has been written by literary critics about this crucial part of Ridge's politics despite lengthy devotion to Ridge's anti-abolitionist leanings in the latter half of James W. Parins's biography of the writer. 63 This is surprising in light of his intense dedication to the Union through his expressed allegiance to the Douglas Democrats. In his political writings on slavery, Ridge makes it clear that he opposed abolition on two grounds. First, he considered the slaves themselves unfit for citizenship. He believed that slaves, or any black Americans, were not capable of civilized self-determination; they were not candidates for assimilation as the Cherokees were. To Ridge, slaves were not much different than the "Digger Indians" of California, whom he called "a poor, humble, degraded, and cowardly race." 64 It is troubling yet understandable that a man so committed to Native American causes and representation would support assimilation as the right path. Even more troubling, Rowe explains, is the way Ridge's "advocacy of liberal individualism as part of the politics of assimilation helps explain his otherwise inexplicable prejudices toward other ethnic minorities in the novel." 65 The second reason for Ridge's antiabolitionism was his commitment to protecting the Union from factions. The problems of factions-represented by the "banditti" vigilantism in Life and Adventures-influenced his Cherokee politics and his views on slavery in the U.S. With headlines like "No Party! All For the Union" and "Ulterior Views of the Republicans," most of Ridge's contributions to the Red Bluff Beacon, of which he was an interim editor, demonstrated his party politics and his disapproval of Lincoln. In an 1859 editorial titled "The Bloody Programme," Ridge criticized the Republican approach to a three-step abolition. He argued in it that if the Constitution were indeed to be amended, the plan "would lead quickly and inevitably to civil war and to insurrection by blacks." 66 Therefore, although Life and Adventures itself never explicitly acknowledges the presence of African Americans in California or debates about slavery, Ridge's support for the Douglas Democrats and his troubling moderate politics constitute an essential context for the novel because these views clarify the limited way he disapproved of Anglo-American racism. As the nation's political parties splintered in the leadup to the Civil War, many, like Ridge, criticized Lincoln but urged against Southern secession, clinging to the idea of the Union above all else. 67 Although it was published before the Lincoln-Douglas debates, Ridge's Life and Adventures displays these national problems through the specificities of a chaotic, rebellious Californian population.
Finally, the novella ends with Murieta's murder and the hoped-for restoration of order once his "mighty organization" is dispersed. Without their fearless and charismatic leader, the "scattered fragments" lose their force. Again, the literary archetype of the antihero consolidates power and erases the power of the collective itself. 68 In the penultimate chapter of the novel, Ridge writes that "although all the elements are still in active existence, they will make themselves felt in nothing more, it is probable, than petty out-breaks, here and there, and depredations of such a character as can easily be checked by the vigilance of the laws" (JM, 158-159). Calling the organization violent and ineffective without the man who symbolized the ideals of civilization, individualism, and assimilation, Ridge mischaracterizes and misrecognizes actual political strategies. Focusing on the head and center of the horse-gangs, Ridge omits Californios' collective efforts to fight U.S. oppression and racism. Ridge's characterization of the gang as merely violent or reactionary, and his similar positioning of Murieta and Three-Fingered Jack as foils, can be questioned by asking what exactly is being disavowed. As Sibylle Fischer explains in her study of the Haitian Revolution, "The cultural face of the incipient struggles for local autonomy and, eventually, independence is literature." But, this face must be read through "the silences and gaps that punctuate the historical and cultural records." 69 Instead of a "silence" or a "gap," it is Three-Fingered Jack's strictly material existence that erases his "historical and cultural record." His only personal history, as Bernadino Garcia, is a shaky one and filled only with violence. As Ridge tells readers, he had "one of his fingers shot off in a skirmish with an American party during the Mexican war" (JM, 16). Ridge summarizes, "He was known to be the same man, who, in 1846, surrounded with his party two Americans, young men by the name of Cowie and Fowler, as they were traveling on the road between Sonoma and Bodega, stripped them entirely naked, and, binding them each to a tree, slowly tortured them to death" (JM, 16). According to James Varley's archival news sources, Cowie and Fowler worked for Captain William B. Ide as part of a militia group that came to be known as the "Bear Flaggers," a group who "took possession of Sonoma and defied Mexican authority by proclaiming a Republic of California." 70 Garcia, taken as a prisoner of war to Sonoma, was said to have recounted his torture of Cowie and Fowler to his captors (captors whom he either escaped or successfully outwitted in trial). Newspaper accounts portrayed Garcia's story with violent detail: "Further torture was inflicted by slowly cutting bits of flesh from the two men, and cramming the pieces down their throats." 71 Garcia's history is just as impossibly tangled as Jack Mansong's. One of the first and only news sources that focused specifically on the Californio Jack's identity had most likely adopted a fabricated connection made by the bounty hunters who finally killed Jack and Murieta. That the disfigured hand preserved by these men and their leader, famed Mexican-War veteran Harry Love, actually belonged to Garcia was most likely a wholesale invention. "There is absolutely no reason to believe that Bernardino Garcia was killed by Harry Love's men." 72 In his ambitious oral, genealogical, and archival history of the California horse-gangs, Frank Latta further emphasizes that, in all likelihood, the man identified as "Tres Dedos" was probably not associated with Joaquín Murieta in life and, instead, might have led a gang with one of the other Joaquíns. Latta concludes, "Three-fingered Jack, or 'Garcia,' as historians have called him, was named after he was killed." 73 The moniker preceded the man himself, the identity made up or connected later to underwrite the veracity of Murieta's severed head. Jack's head had been "declared spoiled and conveniently disposed of . . . so no one could say who might have belonged to the mutilated hand." In addition to the shared moniker, the most striking similarity between Jamaica's Jack Mansong and Murieta's sidekick is the severing and preserving of their body parts after capture. When both men are killed with their governments' approval, each has his head and his distinctive hand chopped off in order both to restore law and order and to please "the curious," as Burdett writes of Mansong's parts. In Burdett's novella, Quashee, renamed Reeder (also the same man who mangled Jack's hand), leads a small band to finally kill Jack. 75 After fighting him and succeeding in their task, "They there put their trophies in to a pail of rum; and followed, by a vast concourse of negroes, now no longer afraid of Jack's Obi, blowing their shells and horns, and firing guns in their rude manner, they proceeded to Kingston and Spanish Town, and claimed the rewards promised by the King's proclamation and House of Assembly." 76 The celebration of the slaves-or the free maroons (Burdett leaves this unclear)-marks Jack's ostracism from the Jamaican colonial plantation economy and from any abolition or maroon movement.
Yet, faced with this fictional rendering of severed ties to community and ruptured traditions, critics of Caribbean history and literature often seek to show surviving connections in shared cultures of slavery. For example, Keith Sandiford emphasizes the importance of preservation in the story of Three-Fingered Jack. He argues that rum itself, the preserving liquid in which Jack's head and hand floated, symbolizes not only the importance of the imperial sugar trade but its confluence with modes of resistance-the blood and the sugar "flow" together, he argues. Further, he writes, "blood, and decapitation were already firmly entrenched in the political imaginary of Caribbean-Atlantic slaves and maroons," and, thus, this mixture of blood and rum becomes the symbolic fluid connecting ancestral origins to the practice of obeah. 77 Toni Wall Jaudon has recently offered a transnational reading of obeah based on the "strange agency" given objects in its rituals. 78 In the texts of British writers such as Earle and Burdett, "obeah practitioners seem to live at once within the space of the colony and, somehow, beyond it." This "beyond" is figured in maroon populations, exiles turned autonomous within a colonial space, and in the transnational and creole history of obeah's origins. Further, Jaudon writes, "Obeah's secret rites and empowered objects marked the hazy appearance of a world differently organized." 79 Sandiford would see this reorganization of knowledge as the preservation of a "counterorder" against the law, against British epistemologies. Again, he stresses that the legend of Three-Fingered Jack is about the persistence of the Caribbean imaginary as a spirited, preserving mixture in which the material is made into the symbolic. However, Sandiford's idea of "flows contained in the rum pail" is "shot through" in Ridge's description of body-part preservation at the end of his novel.
Ridge, who severs Three-Fingered Jack from his leader through characterization, also notes their severing and separation in death. Both men were killed at the same time by a band of Mexican-War veterans. In order to prove that the deed had been done, the men cut off Murieta's head, Jack's head, and Jack's notorious hand. Ridge continues to narrate the history: Murieta's head was preserved while Jack's, "being shot through, soon became offensive and was thrown away" (JM, 156). The model of containment in the preservation of Jack's hand and Murieta's head shows how easily literature and law can separate the figurative "head" of an operation from its slave-like, violent "hand." Unlike the death and rum-preservation of Jack Mansong which, according to Sandiford, brought "divergent orders and counterorders into a single confluence," 80 Ridge's story preserves the severing of the complex ego and id that made up the original ThreeFingered Jack myth. While Joaquín's countenance traveled around California in order to validate the law for the eager public, the hand of Three-Fingered Jack, Ridge tells us, "was also exhibited in a glass case, not to prove its identity (though even that was done) but to give the public the actual sight of an object which had flung a strange, haunting dread over the mind, as if it had been a conscious voluntary agent of evil" (JM, 156). In the long paragraph describing the display of these body parts, Ridge actually offers more space to Jack's hand, "which had dyed itself in many a quivering heart-had torn with its ruthless talons the throats of many an agonized victim, and had shadowed forth upon the horrified imaginations of thousands who only knew that it existed" (JM, 156). Jack's hand is not only supernatural; its rebellious spirit is excessive and present.
Tracing the way Three-Fingered Jack's literary history was distorted by Ridge reveals the nevertheless-persistent African American presence in his novel. Reading silences and gaps, as Fischer does to expose anxieties of revolution, is one important way to conceptualize lost literary history. Another way, as Jack's mutilated hand teaches, is to show how material objects and literary material persists by resisting cultural "flow." The repetition of the moniker and the trope of preservation, the proliferation of Jacks and Murietas, and the emptying out of Jack's political importance differently figure the way culture and history are misshaped as they traverse boundaries. In Antonio Benítez-Rojo's The Repeating Island the model of the archipelago is key, as it is here. This model, drawn from the Caribbean islands, shows that "every repetition is a practice that necessarily entails a difference and a step toward nothingness." 81 This repetition is part of a larger structure of "Chaos," that challenges flow and continuity while still registering the effects of repetition, or "dynamic states or regularities that repeat themselves globally."
But, if nothingness is not the guaranteed result of repetition, Roach argues that its opposite, excess, might be the result. This excess resulting from failed surrogates accounts for the ever-persistent presence of a demoted Three-Fingered Jack. As Roach argues, when a culture attempts to reproduce itself through memory and performance, "The fit cannot be exact. The intended substitute either cannot fulfill expectations, creating a deficit, or actually exceeds them, creating a surplus." 82 When Ridge auditions Jack Mansong's myth for the sidekick role in Life and Adventures, the literary work he performs to subordinate him to Murieta involves a severing and disfiguring that requires an understanding of politics and race across unexpected places, places that are outside now-reified transnational paradigms. While Ridge's adaptation of Three-Fingered Jack's story does first point to an obscure confluence of spaces and histories, my point has been to stress the literary process by which that confluence is carefully hidden or disfigured. Certainly, authors like Ridge have been attractive for transnational and regional study because of the exciting chaos of overlapping critical fields to which his novel and his biography speak. Much of this work has brought together surprising combinations of Native American, Chicano/Chicana, and American West studies. The stretch beyond a single field can also reach to describe what's not shared or what's shared with a difference. This mode of transnationalism offered by Ridge's disfiguring hand requires scholars to interpret not only confluences of thought and culture but also the separate pails of preserving liquids.
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